ABSTRACT. In this paper we treat the problem of finding all the domains in C for which the uniform distance from the function ~z to the space of analytic functions is equal precisely to (2 area/perimeter).
Introduction.
Let G be a finitely connected region in C bounded by n simple closed analytic curves 7^, j = 1,.. . ,n, i.e. T = dG = U?=i lj-Let A(G) denote the Banach algebra of functions analytic in G and continuous up to the boundary with the usual norm ll/l|oo = ll/IU(G)=SUp|/(¿)|. zeG It is well known that for such G, A(G) coincides with the uniform closure of the algebra of rational functions with poles outside the closure of G. The following quantity, which we shall call analytic content, characterizing G by means of A(G), has been introduced in [9] (also see [6] Making use of Stokes' formula and the Hahn-Banach theorem, it is not hard to show that X(G) can also be expressed in terms of Cauchy potentials of measures orthogonal to A(G). Namely (see [9] On the other hand, in [9] we have proved that for all G (2) A(G) > 2area(G)/perimeter(G).
One of the surprising corollaries from (1) and (2) is the classical isoperimetric inequality (3) P2 > 4-kA, where P = perimeter of G, and A = area of G. For further discussion concerning various forms of (1) and (2) and their affiliation with (3) we refer the reader to [3, 10, 12, and 6] . Here, we only remark that both (1) and (2) are sharp, since they become equalities for disks. In another direction, it is not hard to show [6] that if equality holds in (1), then G must be a disk of radius A. However, the extremal case in (2) turns out to be much harder to investigate. In particular, as we show in §3, equality in (2) also holds when G is an annulus. To our knowledge, the answer to the question whether a disk and an annulus are the only extremal domains for (2) remains unknown. Let us briefly describe the contents of the rest of the paper. In §2 we prove (Theorem 1) that equality held in (2) is equivalent to some symmetry properties of G with respect to potential theory, and also equivalent to certain differential-geometric properties of T expressed in terms of the "tangential" ordinary differential equation of Riccati type.
In §3 we show that equality in (2) also holds for annuli. In §4, using a deep result of J. Serrin [17] in potential theory, we show that for simply connected regions G equality in (2) only holds for disks.
Finally, §5 contains a few remarks concerning the results and methods of this paper.
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A characterization
of extremal domains in terms of potential theory and differential geometry. 
eia(ç-ct>*(ç))dç = Xds for all c G T, where a is a real constant. Using Stokes' formula again, and recalling that A = 2A/P, we obtain from (7) i A ds = 2A = eia f(t -0*(f)) dç = eia ■ 2iA.
Hence, eia = -i. As ds/dç = dç/ds, we finally conclude from (7) that Ç-<p*(ç) =iX dç/ds, and this is precisely what we had to prove. To show that (ii) => (iii), let us take / 6 A(G). Then from (ii), Cauchy's theorem, and Stokes' formula we obtain
In particular, taking / = 1, we find from (8) that A = 2A/P. Plugging this back into (8) we obtain (iii).
It remains to show that (iii) => (ii) => (i). Assume that (iii) holds. Take an arbitrary / E A(G). Using Stokes' formula and (iii) we obtain G Since (9) holds for all / G A(G), the measure {? -(2iA/P)(dç/ds))dç is orthog- This completes the proof of our theorem. REMARK. Condition (iv) implies that the charge uniformly distributed over G and charge uniformly distributed over T induce the same electrostatic field at oo. In other words, (iv) implies (iv') ff, I dA f, I ds G for all z in the unbounded connected component of C\G. In reality, for all such z, log(l/|2 -c|) is harmonic in G and has a single-valued conjugate there, i.e., log(l/|* -c|) G ReA(G). So (iv) => (iv'). On the other hand, it is clear that (iv') 7$> (iv) unless G is simply connected.
3. An annulus as an extremal region. Let G = G(r,R) be an annulus {z: r <\z\< R,r < R}. Then, A = 7r(7?2 -r2), P = 2ir(R + r). So, to prove that G(r,R) is an extremal domain for (2), we have to show that A(G) = R -r. Let Unfortunately, we have not been able to resolve this problem in full. In the next section we show that the conjecture does hold for simply connected regions. Here, du/dn -un denotes the normal derivative of u on T.
(b) G is a disk of radius 2|c|.
REMARK. The implication (a) => (b) has been proven by J. Serrin [17] for arbitrary domains G C Rn with G2-boundaries, and, independently, by A. Kosmodem'yanskii [15] for convex plane domains with G2-boundaries (also, see [18] ).
PROOF. It suffices to show that (iv) of Theorem 1 implies (a) and (a) =>• (b). Let us first show that (iv) => (a).
The following argument is due to Kosmodem'yanskii [15] . As G is simply connected, (iv) holds for all functions harmonic in G and continuous up to the boundary T. Set v(ç) = -||c|2.
Then, Av = -1. Define the function Vo(ç) as the solution of the Dirichlet problem in G with the boundary data f0|r = -v. Set u = v + v'0. Then, Au = Av = -1 in G and u = 0 on T. Also, letting / be an arbitrary smooth function on T, and denoting also by / its harmonic extension to G, and using (iv) and Green's theorem, we obtain the following: j unf ds= f («"/ -fnu) ds = i/(A«/ -Afu) dA = -if fdA = ~ Í fda.
G G
Since / was arbitrary, we conclude that un = -A/P = const on T. Thus, u satisfies (a).
For the sake of completeness we include a proof of Serrin's result (a) => (b). The following incredibly slick argument is due to H. Weinberger [18] . The original deep argument of Serrin, combining the ideas of Steiner symmetrization and a sophisticated version of maximum principle is more involved (cf. [15, 17] ).
Thus, assume that (a) holds. Set r = \ç\. A direct calculation shows that r-^ ) = r -(Aw) + 2Au = -2 or J or in G. Therefore, by Green's theorem, recalling that u\r = 0, we find that 
■II udA = c2A.
On the other hand, we observe that (15) So, | grad u|2 + u is subharmonic in G. Also, | gradu|2 + u -c2 on T. Therefore, according to the maximum principle, either | grad u\2 + u < c2 in G, or I gradu| +u = c m G.
Assuming (17) and integrating both sides of (17) over G, we observe from Green's theorem (u = 0 on T!) that // (|gradu|2 +u)dA = -// uAudA + \\ udA -2 udA <c2A.
But this contradicts (14) and, therefore, |gradw|2 + u = c2 in G. Whence equality must hold in (16) and (15) . As Au = -1, we obtain that
Hence, up to a linear transformation, u = -r2/4 + const. As u|r = 0, we conclude that G is a disk.
REMARK. Condition (a) has a very natural physical interpretation. Consider a viscous incompressible fluid moving in parallel straight lines through a pipe of given cross-sectional form G. If we fix a ¿-axis directed along the streamlines, then the flow velocity u as a function of x, y alone satisfies the Poisson equation Am = -A in G, where A is a constant depending on the viscosity, the density of the fluid, and on the rate of change of pressure per unit length along the pipe. The adherence condition on G is u = 0. Finally, the tangential stress per unit area on the pipe is given by /j.(du/dn), where /j. is the viscosity. Thus, (a) states that the tangential stress on the pipe wall is the same at all points of the wall if and only if it has a circular cross-section (cf. [17] ; also see [17] for some further discussion). If c t¿ 0, from (ii) and (19) we obtain that everywhere on T. Hence, Re{<(oi?/ris)} = 0 on T. But ii|c|2/<is = 2Re(çdç/ds). Therefore, |c| locally is a constant on T. So, G is an annulus. This fact has also been observed by B. Gustafsson, but his argument is quite different from the one given above. Also, a weaker version of this statement, namely that if G is a circular domain which satisfies Theorem 1, then G is a disc or an annulus, has been pointed out by the referee. (For more detail on the Schwarz function we refer the reader to [4] . Also, see [1, 16] .) So equation (ii) of Theorem 1 can be rewritten in the following form: 
v" + -j^v = 0.
As follows from the standard theory of ordinary differential equations in the complex domain (see [8, Chapter XII]), solutions of (23) are locally analytic in G. Hence, u and S are locally meromorphic in G. Moreover, a simple analysis of (21) and (22) shows that u and S can have only simple poles and all the residues of S(z) are equal to A2. It seems promising to try to prove our conjecture by combining those ideas with the geometric meaning of Schwarz functions. However, we have not been able to find such a proof. The Riccati equation (21) frequently appears in certain free boundary problems concerning possible shapes of a body being in equilibrium in a potential field (see [7] ). This suggests that further investigation of our problem in terms of equation (21) is desirable.
